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Recoil nucleon transferred polarization observables in coincidence quasielastic electron scattering are stud-
ied within the relativistic distorted wave impulse approximation. Results for response functions and polariza-
tion asymmetries are discussed for proton knockout fromp1/2, p3/2, ands1/2 shells in16O. The impact of spinor
distortion is examined by comparing the fully relativistic calculation with results obtained by projecting out the
negative-energy components. In particular, a careful analysis of effects linked to the description of the bound
and scattered relativistic nucleon wave functions is presented. The high sensitivity of some polarization ob-
servables to the dynamical enhancement of the lower components, already shown within the relativistic plane
wave impulse approximation, is proven to be maintained in the relativistic distorted wave approach. Semi-
relativistic approaches based on the effective momentum approximation are also studied. Finally, comparison
with experimental data and a brief analysis of effects linked to medium modified form factors is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A very topical issue in nuclear physics at present is the
search for evidence of possible modification of the nucleon
form factors inside the nuclear medium. A number of double
polarizedseW ,e8pWd experiments have been proposed or carried
out recently to measure polarization transfer asymmetries,
motivated by the hope that such observables may provide
valuable information that can shed some light on this issue.
Importantly, transferred polarization observables have been
identified as being ideally suited for such studies: they are
believed to be the least sensitive to most standard nuclear
structure uncertainties and accordingly to provide the best
opportunities for studying the nucleon form factors in the
nuclear medium. Polarization transfer data have been re-
ported recently for the case of16OseW ,e8pWd15N in Ref. [1] and
for 4HeseW ,e8pWd3H in Refs. [2,3]. Although the experimental
uncertainties in both cases make it difficult to draw unam-
biguous conclusions on the nucleon form factors inside the
nuclei, the data in Ref.[3] do seem to favor such a possibil-
ity. Specifically, this means that comparisons of measured
polarization asymmetries with those computed using the best
currently available nuclear models for the states and opera-
tors involved in the coincidence reaction in fact show dis-
agreements, and that these can be removed by modifying the
nucleon form factors in a reasonable way.

Of course, what constitutes the “best currently available
nuclear models” must be judged carefully. In particular, the
kinematic regime where the measurements have been under-
taken is at relatively high energy—to make the reaction suf-
ficiently impulsive to be at all interpreted as a simple single-
nucleon knockout reaction—and it is clear that relativistic
effects in wave functions and operators are essential. So, for
instance, the data in Ref.[2] disagree significantly with the

standard nonrelativistic calculations; however, this cannot be
taken as evidence for nucleon modifications, since one finds
that the results are(not unexpectedly) much more in accord
with a fully relativistic approach. Also recent data on in-
duced polarization in12C [4] strongly support an analysis
based on the fully relativistic formalism[5]. These results are
not surprising since spin and relativity are intrinsically re-
lated, and hence one maya priori consider the relativistic
formalism to be better suited to describe polarization observ-
ables.

Indeed, most electron scattering experiments performed in
the last decade have involved energies and momenta high
enough to invalidate the nonrelativistic approximations as-
sumed within the standard nonrelativistic distorted wave im-
pulse approximation(DWIA ), i.e., bound and scattered wave
functions given as solutions of the Schrödinger equation, and
one-body current operator resulting from a nonrelativistic re-
duction. In the relativistic distorted wave impulse approxi-
mation (RDWIA), nucleon wave functions are described by
solutions of the Dirac equation with scalar and vectorsS-Vd
potentials, and the relativistic free nucleon current operator is
used.

Relativistic effects can be classified into two basic catego-
ries according to their origin, namely, kinematical and dy-
namical effects. The former are due to the truncation of the
current operator within the nonrelativistic approach, the lat-
ter, dynamical effects, come from the difference between the
relativistic and nonrelativistic wave functions. Here one may
distinguish a dynamical depression of the upper component
of the scattered nucleon wave function in the nuclear interior
(Darwin term) and a dynamical enhancement of the lower
components, mainly that corresponding to the bound nucleon
wave function.

So far, RDWIA calculations for cross sections and re-
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sponse functions at low and high missing momenta[6–10]
have clearly improved the comparison with experimental
data over the previous nonrelativistic approaches. Moreover,
RDWIA also predicts larger spectroscopic factors which are
more in accord with theoretical calculations which incorpo-
rate correlations[6,10].

Concerning the current operators, in some recent studies
[11–15] new so-called9semirelativistic9 approaches have
been introduced to describese,e8pd reactions. Here the semi-
relativistic current operators are obtained by expanding only
in missing momentum over the nucleon mass while treating
the transferred energy and momentum exactly. This new ap-
proach has been proven to retain important aspects of rela-
tivity, and hence its predictions, compared with the standard
DWIA, agree much better with the RDWIA calculations.

Concerning dynamical effects, the enhancement of the
lower components of bound Dirac spinors[9,10] (not present
in the semirelativistic approaches) has been shown to play a
crucial role in the description of the interferenceRTL re-
sponse and left-right asymmetryATL. Meson exchange cur-
rents and theD-isobar contribution have recently been ana-
lyzed in Refs.[16,17] within the semirelativistic approach,
also showing very significant effects, particularly due toD, at
large missing momentumpù300 MeV/c.

In this paper we focus on the analysis of polarized
AseW ,e8pWdB observables within the framework of the
RDWIA. Our aim is to study the role played by both kine-
matical and dynamical relativistic effects in a consistent de-
scription of the polarized responses and asymmetries. This
work extends the previous analyses presented in Refs.
[18,19] within the plane wave approach, now including a
realistic description of the final-state interactions(FSI)
through relativistic optical potentials. The magnitude of rela-
tivistic effects on various transfer polarization observables is
carefully examined, disentangling the role played by the
various ingredients that enter in the fully relativistic formal-
ism. In particular, we extend the study of Ref.[18] where
within relativistic plane wave impulse approximation
(RPWIA) we demonstrated the importance of the negative-
energy components of the relativistic bound nucleon in the
description of the polarized responses and transferred polar-
ization asymmetries. The RDWIA analysis performed here
allows one to examine also the dynamical enhancement of
the lower components in the scattered Dirac wave functions
and moreover, makes it possible to carry out meaningful
comparisons with measured observables.

Returning to the issue of potential medium modifications
of the nucleon form factors, the current study has the follow-
ing goal: we wish to explore a selected set of model “varia-
tions on a theme” of the type discussed above. In all cases
we choose only modeling, that is, within the context of the
general relativistic approach being adopted, consistent with
what we know about initial- and final-state wave functions
and one-body electromagnetic operators. Since equally ac-
ceptable relativistic potentials exist when obtaining the states
and since alternative descriptions of the current operators are
likewise acceptable, it is impossible at present to define what
is “the best” model. Our goal is to explore these acceptable
models and where the resulting polarization observables dif-
fer with the choice of model to ascribe these variations to a

(minimal) theoretical uncertainty. Needless to say, all of this
is within the general context of relativistic mean-field mod-
eling and so the resulting uncertainties are minimal in the
sense that effects that go beyond the scope of the modeling
might increase the uncertainties. In the final analysis, only if
medium modification effects are larger than the uncertainties
we find here, and only if the uncertainties that arise from
ingredients not in the present model can ultimately be shown
to be small, will a convincing case be made for the necessity
of having such medium modification effects.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly
introduce the general formalism for AseW ,e8pWdB reactions
focusing on the relativistic distorted wave impulse approxi-
mation. Within this context, we also introduce the projected
approach, the effective momentum approximation
(EMA-noSV) and the use of semirelativistic current opera-
tors. By comparing them one may get a clear image of the
importance of relativity in these processes. In Sec. III we
present and discuss the results, paying special attention to the
polarized responses and transferred polarization asymme-
tries. Finally, in Sec. IV we summarize our conclusions.

II. DESCRIPTION OF A„e¢ ,e8p¢…B REACTIONS

A. General formalism: RDWIA

In this section we briefly review the general formalism
needed to describe coincidenceseW ,e8pWd reactions. We con-
sider plane waves for the incoming and outgoing electron
(treated in the extreme relativistic limit) and the Born ap-
proximation (one virtual photon exchanged). When the in-
coming electron is polarized and the final nucleon polariza-
tion is measured, the differential cross section can be written
as [20–24]

ds

d«edVedVF
=

s0

2
f1 + P · s + hsA + P8 · sdg, s1d

where the variablesh«e,Vej refer to the scattered electron
and VF to the ejected nucleon. The terms0 is the unpolar-
ized cross section,h is the incident electron helicity,A de-
notes the electron analyzing power, andPsP8d represents the
inducedstransferredd polarization. Note that bothP and P8
depend on the outgoing nucleon polarization, butP8 only
becomes accessible when the incoming electron beam is po-
larized. The cross section in Eq.s1d can also be written in
terms of nuclear responses as follows:

ds

d«edVedVF
= KsMfrec

−1 hvLsRL + Rn
LŜnd + vTsRT + Rn

TŜnd

+ vTLfsRTL + Rn
TLŜndcosf + sRl

TLŜl

+ Rs
TLŜsdsin fg + vTTfsRTT + Rn

TTŜndcos 2f

+ sRl
TTŜl + Rs

TTŜsdsin 2fg + hhvTL8fsRl
TL8Ŝl

+ Rs
TL8Ŝsdcosf + sRTL8 + Rn

TL8Ŝndsin fg

+ vT8fRl
T8Ŝl + Rs

T8Ŝsgjj, s2d

wheref is the azimuthal angle that determines the outgoing
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nucleon momentum. The termK is a kinematical factor
given by K=pFMNMB/MA, with pF the outgoing nucleon
momentum,MN the nucleon mass, andMBsMAd the mass of
the residual nucleusstargetd, respectively. The Mott cross
section is represented bysM, f rec is the recoil factor given by
f rec=1+svpF−qEF cosuFd /MApF, where EF is the outgo-
ing nucleon energy anduF is the angle betweenpF and the
transferred momentum, and thevK, K=L, T, … are the
standard electron scattering kinematical factorsssee Refs.
f24,25gd. The indicesl, s, n refer as usual to the directions
selected to specify the recoil nucleon polarization:l spar-
allel to the momentumpFd, n sperpendicular to the plane
containingpF and the transfer momentumqd, and s sde-
termined byn3 ld. From this large number of possible
response functions some selection can be made to limit
the focus: sid Assuming coplanar kinematics, i.e.,f
=0° ,180°, from the total set of 18 responses in Eq.s2d
only 12 survive.sii d From these twelve responses, the four

transferred polarization onesRl,s
K8 only contribute when the

electron is polarized, while the four induced polarization
onesRn

K only enter when FSI are taken into account.
Following the analysis presented in Ref.[18], in this work

we limit our attention to those observables that survive in the
plane wave limit, i.e., transferred polarization responses

Rl
TL8, Rl

T8, Rs
TL8, Rs

T8 and transferred asymmetriesPl8, Ps8. A
detailed study of the induced polarization observables within
RDWIA has been presented in Ref.[5].

The response functions in Eq.(2) are constructed directly
by taking the appropriate components of the hadronic tensor
Wmn which, within the RDWIA, comes from bilinear combi-
nations of the nucleon current matrix elements

JN
msv,qd =E dpC̄Fsp + qdĴN

mCBspd, s3d

whereCB andCF are relativistic wave functions describing
the initial bound and final outgoing nucleons, respectively,

and ĴN
m is the relativistic one-body current operator. The

bound wave functionCB is a four-spinor with well-defined
parity and angular momentum quantum numberskb, mb, ob-
tained within the framework of the relativistic independent
particle shell model. The mean field in the Dirac equation is
determined through a Hartree procedure from a phenomeno-
logical relativistic Lagrangian with scalarsSd and vectorsVd
terms. It may be written

CBspd = Ckb

mbspd =
1

s2pd3/2E dre−ip·rCkb

mbsr d

= s− id,b1 gkb
spd

Skb
fkb

spd
s ·p

p
2Fkb

mbsp̂d s4d

with Fkb

mbsp̂d the usual spinor harmonics. The wave function
for the ejected protonCF is a scattering solution of a Dirac-
like equation, which includesS-V global optical potentials
obtained by fitting elastic proton scattering data. This wave
function, obtained as a partial wave expansion, is given in
momentum space by

CFspd = 4pÎEF + MN

2EF

3 o
kmm

e−idk
*
i,k,m

1

2
sFu jmlY,

m*sp̂FdCk
mspd, s5d

whereCk
mspd are four-spinors of the same form as in Eq.s4d,

but the phase shifts and radial functions are complex because
of the complex optical potential involved.

Finally, for the nucleon current operator we consider the
two choices denoted as CC1 and CC2[26]

ĴCC1
m = sF1 + F2dgm −

F2

2MN
sP̄ + PFdm, s6d

ĴCC2
m = F1gm + i

F2

2MN
smnQn, s7d

whereF1 andF2 are the Dirac and Pauli nucleon form fac-
tors related to the electric and magnetic Sachs form factors in

the usual form. The variableP̄m in Eq. s6d is the four-
momentum of the initial nucleon for on-shell kinematics, i.e.,

P̄m=sĒ,pd sĒ=Îp2+MN
2 and p=pF−qd.

B. Dynamical effects: projected approach and effective
momentum approximation

In recent years a considerable effort has been devoted to
the analysis of quasielasticse,e8pd reactions using a fully
relativistic formalism. Within this framework, particular em-
phasis has been placed on comparison between relativistic
and nonrelativistic approaches, trying to identify and disen-
tangle clearly the ingredients which lead to different results
in the two types of calculations. In some recent works[27],
relativistic effects have been analyzed by comparing directly
results obtained from a standard nonrelativistic DWIA code
(DWEEPY) with those provided by a relativistic calculation.
These investigations were aimed at providing systematic and
precise information on the magnitude of the effects intro-
duced by relativity when compared with the standard nonrel-
ativistic description based onDWEEPY. The latter was widely
used in the 1980’s to analyze low-energy experimental data.
However, although interesting, this study did not allow one
to identify clearly the role played by the various ingredients
entering into the relativistic formalism. Note that apart from
the four-spinor versus two-spinor structure involved in rela-
tivistic and nonrelativistic calculations, respectively, also the
potentials used in the Dirac and Schrödinger equations for
the bound and scattered nucleon are different. Moreover, the
nonrelativistic current operator results from an expansion in
a basis of free nucleon plane waves and a Pauli reduction
with the operator expanded in powers ofp/MN, q/MN,
and/orv /MN, p being the missing momentum,q andv the
transfer momentum and energy, respectively. In this work we
focus on the separate analysis of the various ingredients that
enter in the general formalism, and evaluate their impact on
the transferred polarization observables. Hence, in order to
minimize the mismatch coming from the different assump-
tions involved in relativistic and nonrelativistic approaches,
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all of the results presented in this work have been evaluated
using the same potentials and code.

Dynamical effects arise from the differences between
relativistic and nonrelativistic potentials and wave functions.
A detailed study on this subject has been already presented in
Refs.[9,10,28], so here we simply summarize the basic con-
cepts needed for later discussion of the results. As is well
known, interacting Dirac wave functions have a nonzero
overlap with the Dirac sea[29]. The presence of theS-V
potentials leads to a significant dynamical enhancement of
the lower components of the Dirac solution at the nuclear
interior. This fact is clearly illustrated by realizing that for a
general solution of the Dirac equation with scalar and vector
potentials, its upper and lower components are related by

Cdown=
s ·p

E + MN + S− V
Cup s8d

with S,0 andV.0. Note that these lower components are
enhanced with respect to the ones corresponding to free posi-
tive energy spinors whereS=V=0. This effect has been re-
ferred to as dynamical enhancement of the lower compo-
nents, and more recently asspinor distortionf30g.

The analysis of these dynamical effects can be done by
constructing properly normalized four-spinor wave functions
where the negative-energy components have been projected
out. Thus, instead of the fully relativistic expression given in
Eq. (3), the nucleon current is evaluated as

JN
ms+,+dsv,qd =E dpC̄F

s+dsp + qdĴN
mCB

s+dspd, s9d

whereCB
s+dspd, fCF

s+dspdg is the positive-energy projection of
CBspd, fCFspdg, i.e.,

CB
s+dspd = Ls+dspdCBspd

CF
s+dsp + qd = Ls+dsp + qdCFsp + qd, s10d

whereLs+dspd=sMN+ P̄d /2MN is the positive-energy projec-
tor. Then the effects due to the dynamical enhancement of
the lower components show up clearly by comparing the
results obtained using the fully relativistic amplitude given in
Eq. s3d with those evaluated by using Eq.s9d.

Note that the relationship between lower and upper com-
ponents in the projected wave functions is similar to that
corresponding to free nucleon wave functions, but with the
positive-energy projectors depending explicitly on the inte-
gration variablep. An additional approach, referred to as
asymptotic projection, consists of introducing the asymptotic
values of the momenta into the positive-energy projectors
acting on the bound and scattered wave functions. This
asymptotic projection is very similar(although it is not com-
pletely equivalent) to the EMA-noSV introduced originally

by Kelly [30]. Within the EMA-noSV approach, the four
spinors used have the same upper components as those of the
Dirac equation solutions, but the lower components are ob-
tained by enforcing the “free” relationship between upper
and lower components and using the asymptotic momenta at
the nucleon vertex. Note that these wave functions also lack
the dynamical enhancement of the lower components.

Finally, one also has the dynamical quenching of the up-
per component of the Dirac wave function in the nuclear
interior compared with the nonrelativistic solution. This ef-
fect, associated with the Darwin term, is implicitly included
in all calculations presented in this work. Hence the differ-
ences between the EMA-noSV approach(or equivalently the
asymptotic projection) and the fully relativistic calculation
can be solely ascribed to the negative-energy components.

C. Kinematical effects: semi-relativistic reductions

Another ingredient which leads to differences between the
relativistic and nonrelativistic approaches concerns the spe-
cific form of the current operator used to evaluate Eq.(3).
Instead of the fully relativistic operator considered in
RDWIA, truncated expressions up to first or higher orders in
p/MN, v /MN, and/orq/MN are employed in standard non-
relativistic DWIA calculations. These effects, here referred to
as kinematical relativistic effects[9,10,19], include not only
the relativistic kinematics of the nucleon energies and mo-
menta[16,31] (which must be accounted for in order to de-
scribe properly the form of the momentum distribution), but
also the effects linked to the use of the relativistic nucleon
current operator.

Improved nonrelativistic expansions of the nucleon cur-
rent operator, denoted as semirelativistic approaches, which
contain important aspects of relativity, have been derived
recently and are available in the literature[12–15]. In this
paper we investigate the kinematical effects associated with
these expansions in polarizedseW ,e8pWd observables. To this
end we have also incorporated the semirelativistic expres-
sions in the relativistic code, so that a direct comparison
between the fully relativistic calculation and the semirelativ-
istic approach becomes more meaningful because the effects
due to the choice of wave functions and/or potentials are
minimized.

To make the analysis clearer, in what follows we explain
in some detail the procedure used to get the semirelativistic
results. In the case in which spinor distortion is neglected
and asymptotic momenta are used, the relativistics434d
current matrix element can be recast in an equivalent form

that involves an effectives232d current operatorJ̄ef f
m that

occurs between the upper two component spin1
2 spinors. The

s232d operatorJ̄ef f
m is obtained without any approximation

concerning nonrelativistic reductions; it corresponds to an
exact expression for the on-shell electromagnetic current op-

erator [15]. This means that the results obtained usingJ̄ef f
m

between bispinors corresponding to the upper components of
the relativistic wave functions should coincide exactly with
those obtained using the original relativistics434d electro-
magnetic current operator within the EMA-noSV approach
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[30]. Finally, a comparison between these results and those
provided by making use of the semirelativistic expressions
for the operator, leads to direct information on the magnitude
associated with the kinematical relativistic effects. It is im-
portant to point out that the semirelativistic reduction is done
in the context of the effective momentum approximation, i.e.,
using asymptotic momenta.

The semirelativistic expression of the electromagnetic
current operator relies on the direct Pauli reduction method,
by expanding only in the missing momentum(p) over the
nucleon mass. The transfer energy and momentum are
treated exactly. Up to first-order inp/MN, the following re-
sults for the electromagnetic current operators are obtained:

J̄ 0 =
k

Ît
GE +

i
Î1 + t

SGM −
GE

2
Dsk 3 hd · s, s11d

J̄ =
1

Î1 + t
HiGMss 3 kd + SGE +

t

2
GMDh + GEk

−
GM

2s1 + td
sk · hdk −

iGE

2s1 + td
ss 3 kdk · h − it

3SGM −
GE

2
Dss 3 hd +

isGM − GEd
2s1 + td

sk 3 hds · kJ ,

s12d

where we have introduced the usual dimensionless variables:
t= uQ2u /4MN

2, k=q /2MN and h=p /MN. Obviously, when
computing response functions, evaluated by taking bilinear
combinations of the electromagnetic current matrix elements,
terms of orderh2 should be dismissed.

As shown, the spin-orbit part of the charge and the rela-
tivistic correction to the transverse current, the first-order
convective spin-orbit term, are included in Eqs.(11) and
(12). Although the above expressions have been already pre-
sented in the literature[12–15,31], in most of these previous
works the analysis of the observables has been performed
adopting additional approximations on the vector current,

namely,J̄ is simply taken as the standard nonrelativistic re-
duction except for a global kinematical factors1+td−1/2 that
includes relativistic corrections coming from the Dirac
spinors(see Refs.[12–15] for details). Here we evaluate the
recoil nucleon polarized observables by making use of the
full semirelativistic currents in Eqs.(11) and (12) taken be-
tween the upper components of the original relativistic wave
functions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we analyze the recoil nucleon transferred
polarization observables for proton knockout from16O. Al-
though we focus on results for the 1p1/2 shell, similar con-
clusions are reached for the 1p3/2 and 1s1/2 shells unless oth-
erwise specified. Results are computed for both CC1 and
CC2 choices of the current operator in Eqs.(6) and(7), and
the Coulomb gauge is assumed. A detailed study on gauge
ambiguities in RPWIA has been presented in Ref.[18] show-
ing that the Coulomb and Landau gauges lead to very similar

results, differing significantly from the ones corresponding to
the Weyl gauge. These results are proven to persist within the
relativistic distorted approach. The bound nucleon wave
function is obtained using the parameters of the set NLSH
[32]. Results computed with other parameterizations are
found to be similar and do not change the general conclu-
sions. For the outgoing nucleon wave function, we use the
energy-dependent,A-independent potential derived by Clark
et al. for 16O (EDAIO) [33] which describes fairly well the
existing elastic proton-16O scattering data. Although our
main interest in this work concerns the effects introduced by
dynamical and kinematical relativistic effects, a brief study
of the sensitivity of the polarized observables to the descrip-
tion of final-state interactions is also presented. Hence in
following section, results evaluated with different relativistic
optical potentials are shown and compared. Finally, the Cou-
lomb distortion of the electron wave functions is accounted
for by using the effective momentum approximation with the
nuclear Coulomb potential equal to 3.5 MeV(see Refs.[6,7]
for details). All the results shown throughout this work cor-
respond to the nucleon form factor parametrization of Gari
and Krumplemann[34].

A. Final-State Interactions: relativistic optical potentials

We start our discussion with the analysis of the longitudi-
nal and sideways transferred polarization asymmetries and
their dependence on FSI. In Fig. 1,Pl8 andPs8 are presented
as functions of the missing momentump. The kinematics are
chosen withsq,vd constant,q=1 GeV/c and v=439 MeV,
yielding uQ2u=0.8 sGeV/cd2. This roughly corresponds to the
experimental conditions of experiments E89-003 and E89-
033 performed at JLab[35–37]. Left panels correspond to
the p1/2 shell and right panels top3/2. In each case, RDWIA
results obtained with the EDAIO optical potential parametri-
zation [33] are compared with the RPWIA results. Plane
wave calculations after projecting out the negative-energy
components of the bound nucleon wave function, denoted as
PWIA, are also shown. Note that PWIA polarization transfer
asymmetries coincides with what one would obtain using
free Dirac spinors wave functions for both nucleons in Eq.
(3). The electron beam energy has been fixed to«beam
=2.445 GeV which corresponds to an electron scattering
angleue=23.4° (forward scattering).

First note the difference between the RPWIA calculations
(dot-dashed lines) and the RDWIA results(solid lines). For
low missing momentum valuesp&200 MeV/c, the effects
of FSI do not modify substantially the behavior of the polar-
ization asymmetries, particularly forPl8. However, in the
case ofPs8, the difference is of the order of 20–25% forp
.100 MeV/c which corresponds to the momentum where
the responses reach their maxima for thep1/2 shell. Similar
comments also apply to the results obtained for thep3/2 and
s1/2 shells, although in these cases a smaller effect of FSI
is observed forPs8. It is important to point out that FSI
lead to a significant reduction of the individual response

functions: ~50–60%sRl
TL8d and ~25%(Rs

TL8 and Rl
T8) at p

.100 MeV/c. The responseRs
T8 is very small and its con-

tribution to the transferred polarization is hardly visible.
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Hence, the results in Fig. 1 clearly indicate that for lowp
values, FSI effects are partially canceled when constructing
the transferred polarization asymmetries. Note also that, for
these low-p values, the PWIA approach is more in accord
with the RDWIA. This means that in RPWIA the role of
dynamical relativity stands out more clearly.

For high missing momentum,p*200 MeV/c, FSI
strongly modify the behavior of the polarizations, which is in
accord with the peculiar sensitivity to the interaction pre-
sented by each response function. When comparing RDWIA
with RPWIA we see that the main effect is a global displace-
ment to lower momenta of the polarization profiles. Let us
recall that the oscillatory behavior shown byPl8 and Ps8
within RPWIA is a direct consequence of the dynamical en-
hancement of the lower components in the bound Dirac wave
functions[18]; thus disappearing within PWIA. The oscilla-
tions are also present in the relativistic distorted wave calcu-
lations, although being very different from the RPWIA re-

sults with the maxima and minima located at differentp
values. Let us note that the oscillatory behavior of the polar-
ization asymmetries persists even when nonrelativistic dis-
torted wave approaches are assumed(see Refs.[17,27,38]).
This outcome emerges due to the fact that both FSI and
dynamical relativistic effects cause a breakdown of factoriza-
tion. A study of the latter is presently in progress and the
results will be presented in a forthcoming publication[39].

Let us next focus on the analysis of the uncertainties in-
troduced by different relativistic optical potentials. In Fig. 2
we present the transferred ratiosPl8 andPs8 for the p1/2 shell
evaluated using three different relativistic optical potential
parametrizations: EDAIO, EDAD1, and EDAD2[33]. Re-
sults with EDAD3 parameterization are practically identical
to those obtained with EDAD1 and therefore have not been
plotted. The left panels refer to calculations involving the
CC1 current operator and right panels to CC2. As pointed out
in previous papers[17,21,27,30], transferred polarization

FIG. 1. Transferred polarization asymmetries
for the p1/2 (left panels) and p3/2 (right panels)
shells in sq,vd-constant kinematics(see text).
Top and bottom panels correspond to the longitu-
dinal and sideways components, respectively.
RPWIA results(dot-dashed lines) are compared
with RDWIA calculations using EDAIO(solid
lines), and with the PWIA(dotted line) (see text
for details). All calculations correspond to the
CC2 current operator.

FIG. 2. Transferred polarization asymmetries
for the p1/2 shell in sq,vd-constant kinematics.
Top and bottom panels correspond to the longitu-
dinal and sideways components, respectively.
Right panels refer to results obtained with the
CC2 current operator and left ones to the CC1
current. RDWIA calculations using EDAIO(solid
lines), EDAD1 (dot-dashed lines) and EDAD2
(dotted lines) optical potential parameterizations
are compared.
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asymmetries are expected to be relatively insensitive to the
choice of optical potential at low missing momenta. This can
be seen in Fig. 2, at least up top=150 MeV/c which is
where the cross section reaches its maximum value[37].
This trend is also followed in the other two shells,p3/2 and
s1/2.

However, as shown in Fig. 2,Pl8 exhibits a strong depen-
dence on the optical potential parametrization, resulting in
important differences for larger values of the missing mo-
mentum: ,20% (CC1) and ,40% (CC2) for p
.250 MeV/c. Note that in this kinematical region the cross
section[37] has already decreased by almost two orders of
magnitude with regards to the maximum, making measure-
ments of transferred polarization responses very difficult.
This result contrasts with nonrelativistic and semirelativistic
approaches where the effects introduced by different nonrel-
ativistic optical potentials are small[17]. Note also that the
current operator choice, CC1 versus CC2, gives rise to very
significant differences inPl8 within this p region, being of the
same order as those introduced by the optical potentials.
Only for high p values,p*350 MeV/c, is the uncertainty
associated with FSI larger than that due to the choice of
current operator. In the case of the sideways polarizationPs8,
in general less dependence on the interaction model as well
as on the current is seen, which is more in accord with non-
relativistic analyses. Finally, note that for very high momen-
tum valuesp*400 MeV/c, Pl8 and Ps8 evaluated with the
EDAIO potential deviate from the results corresponding to
the EDAD1 and EDAD2 parameterizations.

To end with this discussion, we conclude that both trans-
ferred polarization asymmetries at moderatep values sp

.100 MeV/cd are independent of the optical potential
choice. Increasingp from here, each optical potential starts
to follow a different curve especially in the case ofPl8. For
very highp sp*350 MeV/cd, both transferred polarizations
present large sensitivity to the choice of optical potential.
However, caution should be placed on drawing general con-
clusions from the results given here in this kinematical re-
gion because other ingredients beyond the impulse approxi-
mation, such as meson exchange currents(MEC), D-isobar,
short-range correlations, etc., may also play a crucial role.

B. Dynamical relativistic effects

This section, which constitutes the main focus of the
present work, is devoted to the analysis of dynamical rela-
tivistic effects for nucleon polarized observables within the
framework of the RDWIA. With this aim we present in Fig.
3 the longitudinal and sideways transferred polarization
asymmetries for the three shells involved in16O: p1/2, p3/2,
and s1/2. All of the results have been obtained using the
EDAIO optical potential parametrization[33], and the choice
of kinematics is the same as in the previous figures. To make
explicit the effects introduced by spinor distortion, in each
graph we compare the fully relativistic calculations(solid
lines) using both current operators, CC1(thin lines) and CC2
(thick lines), with the results after projecting out the
negative-energy components[see Eqs.(9) and(10)] (dashed
lines). Finally we also present for reference the results cor-
responding to the EMA-noSV approach evaluated with the
CC2 current operator(dot-dashed line). Within EMA-noSV,

FIG. 3. Same observables as in Fig. 1. Right
panels correspond toPs8 and left ones toPl8. On
top, middle, and bottom panels, results for the
1p1/2, 1p3/2, and 1s1/2 shells are plotted, respec-
tively. In each graph, RDWIA calculations evalu-
ated with EDAIO(solid line) are compared with
positive-energy projection results(dashed line)
and EMA-noSV approach(dot-dashed line).
Thick lines correspond to the CC2 current opera-
tor and thin lines to CC1.
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the results provided by the two current operators are very
similar, differing only due to the off-shell kinematical quan-
tities involved in the operator[19,28].

A detailed analysis of the transferred polarizations within
the relativistic plane wave approach was presented in Ref.
[18]. In said reference, it is shown that the dynamical en-
hancement of the lower components in the bound nucleon
wave function leads to strong oscillations inPl,s8 for high
missing momentum values,pù300 MeV/c. This behavior
disappears after projecting out the negative-energy compo-
nents. From the results shown in Fig. 3, it is clear that, within
the relativistic distorted wave approximation, the oscillatory
behavior in the polarization asymmetries persists even after
projecting the bound and scattered proton wave functions
over positive-energy states. The same comment applies to the
EMA-noSV approach. On the contrary, this last fact is not
applicable to the behavior shown by the left-right asymmetry
ATL [9,10], defined as the difference of unpolarized cross
sections evaluated atf=0° and f=180° divided by their
sum. These results are connected with the interplay between
polarization degrees of freedom and dynamical relativistic
effects. Whereas in RPWIA, projecting out the negative-
energy components of the bound nucleon wave function
leads to factorization, hence destroying the oscillatory be-
havior in Pl,s8 , in RDWIA factorization breaks down even
after projection over positive-energy components.

From inspection of Fig. 3, and in accord with previous
results for unpolarized observables[9,10,28] and polarized
ones in RPWIA[18], we note that dynamical relativistic ef-
fects are maximized for the CC1 current operator. This ap-
plies to both polarization ratios and the three shells consid-
ered. Particularly noteworthy is the behavior displayed byPl8
even at intermediatep values in the case of the fully relativ-
istic CC1 calculation. This result deviates significantly from
the others, modifying even the global shape of the observ-
able. This contrasts with the situation forPs8 where, apart
from the specific discrepancies introduced by relativity, the
five calculations follow the same general oscillatory pattern.
Hence it would be interesting to investigate further this in-
termediatep region where new high quality data onPl8 could
make it possible to constrain the theoretical choices for cur-
rent operator.

As shown in Refs.[9,28], the contribution from the
negative-energy components to the current are of the same
order as the positive-energy ones with the CC2 operator,
whereas with the CC1 choice the negative-energy terms may
become much larger. This explains the much wider spread
shown by the CC1 results, particularly the large effects in-
troduced by the dynamical enhancement of the lower com-
ponents inPl8. As we will show later, this emerges from the
polarized responses that enter in the longitudinal polarization
in contrast with the sideways case. Note also that the CC1
projected calculations get closer to the CC2 ones and to the
EMA-noSV approach. This may indicate that the CC1 cur-
rent emphasizes the role played by the lower components in
the wave functions, agreeing with the findings for unpolar-
ized responses[10]. Precise comparisons with data would
yield definite conclusions on the reliability of the various
approximations.

Finally, it is also interesting to compare the effects arising
from dynamical relativity with those due to FSI models. As

shown in Figs. 1–3,Pl8 presents the strongest sensitivity to
both kinds of effects for intermediatep values, 200øp
ø350 MeV/c. This can make it difficult to isolate the role
played by each ingredient when compared with data; how-
ever, note that the important deviation between the results
obtained with the two currents tends to persist, no matter
which optical potential is used. Hence, precise measurements
of Pl8 in this p region, in conjunction withPs8 data, may give
us important clues to constrain final-state interactions and the
choice of current operator.

To complete the analysis of dynamical relativistic effects,
we focus on the four separate responses that contribute when
the polarization of the outgoing nucleon is measured and the
electron beam is polarized:Rl

T8, Rl
TL8, Rs

T8, and Rs
TL8 (Rn

TL8

does not enter for coplanar kinematics). Results are shown in
Fig. 4 for proton knockout in16O from thep1/2 shell. Let us
recall that Coulomb distortion of the electron waves breaks
the simplicity of Eq.(2), leading to responses which also
depend on the electron kinematic variables. However, the
effective momentum approximation for the electrons adopted
in this work makes Eq.(2) reliable when analyzing the re-
sponse functions. For16O we have proven[10] that Coulomb
distortion effects, and consequently the dependence of the
responses withue, are very small.

As a general rule we observe thatRs
T8 andRl

TL8 show the
highest sensitivity to relativistic dynamics, while the uncer-

tainties in Rl
T8 and Rs

TL8 are much smaller. This coincides
with the analysis already performed in RPWIA[18] and,
although not shown here for simplicity, applies also to the
p3/2 ands1/2 shells. In addition, Gordon ambiguities are also

significantly enhanced forRs
T8 andRl

TL8. Finally, note that the
largest spread due to relativistic dynamical effects arises for
the CC1 current operator, which is in accord with RPWIA
results[18], and can be traced back to the strong influence of
the negative-energy projections of the wave functions in this
case.

Let us study in more detail each individual response. As

shown in Fig. 4, the contributions ofRl
T8 andRs

TL8 are rather
similar, and moreover, the EMA-noSV predictions almost
coincide(evaluated at the maxima) with the fully relativistic
calculations, the largest difference being of the order of 3.6%

for the CC1 current inRs
TL8. Positive-energy projected results

also follow the RDWIA curves closely, although sizeable
differences are observed for the CC1 current, particularly in

the case ofRl
T8 (~11% at the maximum).

ConcerningRl
TL8, we observe that the projected calcula-

tions differ substantially from the RDWIA results, especially
for the CC1 current operator. This resembles the large rela-
tivistic dynamical effects shown by this response in RPWIA
[18]. On the contrary, it is interesting to note that different
choices of the current operator within RDWIA lead to very
similar results, which is somewhat opposed to the situation
observed in the plane wave limit[18]. Finally, the EMA-

noSV approach provides a description ofRl
TL8 that basically

coincides with the two RDWIA calculations, the largest dif-
ference being observed at very low-p values. In fact, this
result is proven to be valid only atq=1 GeV/c, where the
effective momentum approach(EMA) applied to the bound
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wave function, leads to effects which cancel almost exactly
those coming from the ejected nucleon. For lower values ofq
this cancellation does not occur, and so an important discrep-
ancy between the EMA-noSV prediction and the RDWIA
calculations emerges.

The smallestRs
T8 response presents a large dependence on

the current operator choice. This applies to the full RDWIA
calculation as well as to the positive-energy projected ap-
proach. Note, however, that the difference between RDWIA
and projected results is tiny, almost negligible for the CC2

current. Contrary toRl
TL8 case, the EMA-noSV approach for

Rs
T8 deviates significantly from the fully relativistic and pro-

jected results, the uncertainty spread(significantly enhanced
for the CC1 current) being even larger than that obtained in

RPWIA [18]. We should also recall thatRs
T8 is strongly af-

fected by the choice of the optical potential(results corre-
sponding to the parameterizations EDAIO and EDAD2 are
very different from those for EDAD1 and EDAD3). Al-
though not shown in the figure, it is also important to point
out that at low q sqø350 MeV/cd, the projection over
positive-energies in the bound nucleon wave function clearly
dominates, while at higherq, the reverse occurs. This result
contrasts with the behavior seen for the unpolarized observ-
ables and also with the other three polarized responses,
where for high enough transfer momentum projecting out the
negative-energy components in the ejected nucleon wave
function is proven not to alter the fully relativistic predic-
tions.

The behaviors presented by the four polarized responses,
their relative contributions and their sensitivity to dynamical
relativistic effects give us important clues to understand the
results obtained for the longitudinal and sideways transferred
polarization asymmetries. The large effects introduced by
relativity in Pl8, particularly when comparing full relativistic

and projected calculations for CC1, can be traced back to the
similar contributions given by the two responsesRl

T8 and
Rl

TL8 that enter inPl8. Although relativistic dynamics affect
Rl

TL8 more, their effect onRl
T8 is also sizeable. The case ofPs8

is clearly different. Here the two polarized responses in-
volved contribute very differently,Rs

T8 being much smaller
(more than one order of magnitude). Therefore, the asymme-
try Ps8 is almost given uniquely byRs

TL8, whose uncertainty
due to dynamical relativistic effects presents the lowest
spread. Although results forp3/2 ands1/2 show basically simi-
lar behavior to those of thep1/2 shell, off-shell and dynamical
relativity play a less significant role for thep3/2 shell in Rs

T8

andRl
TL8.

As already mentioned, in RDWIA spinor distortion affects
both the bound and ejected nucleon wave functions. Hence
in what follows, we analyze the role of dynamical relativity,
isolating the spinor distortion contribution in each nucleon
wave function separately. We show results for the ratiosPl,s8
and the left-right asymmetryATL, focusing on the CC2 cur-
rent, which minimizes dynamical effects, and thep1/2 shell.
Results forp3/2 ands1/2 follow the same general trends, but
with a significant reduction of the effects due to relativistic
dynamics. In Fig. 5 we show the observables for three values
of the momentum transferq. In each case, quasiperpendicu-
lar kinematics(q, v constant) have been selected, and RD-
WIA and projected calculations are compared. Within the
projected results, we distinguish the EMA-noSV approach,
where negative-energy components of the bound and scat-
tered nucleon wave functions have been projected out, from
the results where the projection over positive-energy compo-
nents affects only one of the nucleon wave functions: bound
(referred to as EMAb) and ejected(EMAf ).

From inspection of Fig. 5, a clear difference emerges in
the behavior observed forATL and the polarized ratiosPl,s8 .

FIG. 4. Transferred polarized responses for
the 1p1/2 shell. Same kinematics as in preceding
figures, and the labeling as in Fig. 2.
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The asymmetryATL presents a well established pattern: for
low-mediump values the largest effect shows up when pro-
jection over positive-energy states in the bound nucleon
wave function is assumed(a consequence of the dominance
of the direct term in the reaction mechanism for lowp). On
the contrary, for highp spù250,300 MeV/cd, the separate
influence of each nucleon wave function depends very much
on q. At very low q the most sizeable effects correspond to
projection of the ejectile wave function state. However, asq
increases so does the ejected nucleon momentumpF; thus
FSI effects are expected to be smaller and consequently the
contributions of the negative-energy states in the ejected
nucleon play a minor role. As noted, the results forPl,s8 do
not match this general behavior, and it is hard to state which
nucleon wave function plays the major role concerning rela-
tivistic dynamical effects.

Finally, a basic difference betweenATL and Pl,s8 connects
with the oscillatory behavior shown by these observables.
While it remains inPl,s8 for all q values and all approaches, in
the case ofATL, the oscillations disappear when projection is
assumed. This effect, connected with factorization break-
down, is analyzed in Ref.[39].

C. Semirelativistic reductions

In this section we focus on the kinematical relativistic
effects, i.e., effects associated with the nonrelativistic reduc-
tion of the nucleon current operator. In Fig. 6 we present the
polarization ratios andTL asymmetry for thep1/2 shell and
same kinematics as in Fig. 1. We compare the RDWIA re-
sults(solid line) with the EMA-noSV(dotted line) and semi-
relativistic approaches. For the latter we distinguish the fol-
lowing: SR (dot-dashed line), corresponding to the
expressions in Eqs.(11) and (12), and Nonrel(dashed line)
where additional approximations on the vector current have
been assumed(see Sec. II C and Refs.[14,31] for details). As
shown, the semirelativistic curves follow the shape of the
EMA-noSV ones, particularly forATL where oscillations are
largely suppressed within EMA-noSV and semirelativistic
approaches. Kinematical effects are observed by comparing

EMA-noSV and semirelativistic calculations. As expected,
they are very small in the lowp region, increasing for high
missing momenta. This same general pattern emerges for
other transfer momentum values and similar conclusions
hold for thep3/2 ands1/2 shells.

To complete the analysis of kinematical effects we study
the individual responses. First, let us consider the unpolar-
ized ones, which are presented in Fig. 7(top panels) for the
p1/2 shell and CC2 current operator. The labeling of the
curves is as in previous figure. We observe that the pure
longitudinal and transverse responses,RL and RT, hardly
show any dependence on either kinematical or dynamical
relativistic effects. This coincides with some previous find-
ings [9,10], but clearly disagrees with the results obtained by
Meucci and collaborators[27], who found very different re-
sults forRT using relativistic and nonrelativistic approxima-
tions. ConcerningRTL, it shows a significant dependence
with relativistic nucleon dynamics. This is in accord with our
previous analysis[9,28], and also with the results of the Pa-
via group[27], although in the latter case, the behavior found
for RTL within the RDWIA calculation, clearly differs from
ours for very low missing momentum. Moreover, note that
the difference between EMA-noSV, SR, and Nonrel is neg-
ligible. Finally, the responseRTT also shows a high sensitiv-
ity to both dynamical and kinematical relativistic ingredients,
though its smallness makes it difficult to isolate from cross
section measurements. Let us also recall that our results do
not match those obtained by the Pavia group, particularly for
high q values.

Focusing on the transferred polarized responses(bottom
panels of Fig. 7), we observe that relativistic ingredients play

a very minor role inRs
TL8 andRl

T8. On the contrary, dynami-

cal relativistic effects are sizeable forRl
TL8 and especially for

Rs
T8, while the kinematical relativistic effects are strongly

canceled. Note that the EMA-noSV and semirelativistic ap-
proaches give rise to almost identical results. Additional re-
strictions on the nonrelativistic procedure to get the current
operator[12–14,31] (Nonrel approach) leads to more visible
effects which increase when the transferred energy goes up.

FIG. 5. Left-right asymmetryATL (top panels)
and transferred polarized ratios,Pl8 (middle pan-
els) and Ps8 (bottom panels) for proton knockout
from 16O for thep1/2 shell. Results correspond to
sq,vd-constant kinematics withq=0.35 GeV/c
(right panels), q=0.5 GeV/c (middle panels), and
q=1 GeV/c (left panels). In each case the trans-
fer energy v is fixed to the quasielastic peak
value. RDWIA calculations(solid line) are com-
pared with the EMA-noSV approach(dashed
line) and with the results after projecting over
positive-energy states for the bound nucleon
wave function only(short-dashed line) and for
the ejected nucleon only(dotted line).
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D. Comparison with experimental data

We proceed to compare our calculations with the experi-
mental data recently measured at JLab[1]. The kinematics of
the experiment was the same as used in previous figures
except that the azimuthal angle wasf=180° instead off
=0°. As shown later, this makes an important difference con-
cerning the effects introduced by relativistic dynamics and/or
optical potentials. Figure 8 showsPl8 (top panels), Pt8
(middle panels), and the ratioPt8 /Pl8 (bottom panels) for pro-
ton knockout in 16O from the 1p1/2 (left panels), 1p3/2
(middle panels) and 1s1/2 (right panels) shells. Note the
change of notation for the transverse polarization transfer
observable. In Ref.[1], and only for f=180°, the vector
perpendicular to the plane containingpF and the transfer
momentumq is chosen in the opposite direction that we have

made in this paper. Consequently there is also a change of
sign in the transverse vector. In order to present the experi-
mental data taken in Ref.[1] in the same form as in the
original paper, we have preferred to show our curves forPt8
polarization in Fig. 8.Pt8 is equal toPs8 for f=0° and differs
only in a sign withPs8 whenf=180°. Curves corresponding
to RDWIA, positive-energy projected and EMA-noSV calcu-
lations are presented. The labeling is as in Fig. 3, and all of
the results have been obtained using the EDAIO potential.

To make explicit the differences betweenf=0° (kinemat-
ics assumed in the previous figures) andf=180°(kinematics
of the experiment), in each graph we present the polarized
observables as functions of the missing momentum, whose
range goes from −300 MeV/c to +300 MeV/c. Positive p
values refer tof=180°, where the two experimental data are
located, and negative ones tof=0°.

As shown in Fig. 8, all theoretical calculations satisfacto-
rily reproduce the data, improving somehow the general
agreement compared with previous semirelativistic analysis
[17]. However, it is hard to draw specific conclusions con-
cerning the reliability of the various approaches within this
low-p region. For higherp, relativistic dynamics, off-shell
effects and FSI start to play an important role. In this sense,
from inspection of Fig. 8, it is interesting to point out that
choosingf=0° clearly enhances dynamical relativistic ef-

FIG. 6. Transferred polarizationsPl8 (top panel) andPs8 (middle
panel), and ATL asymmetry(bottom panel) for proton knockout
from the p1/2 shell in 16O. Results correspond to the RDWIA cal-
culation with the CC2 current operator(solid line), the EMA-noSV
approach(dotted line), the semirelativistic current given in Eqs.
(11) and (12) (dot-dashed line) and the Nonrel approach(dashed
line) (see text for details). All curves have been obtained using the
EDAIO optical potential.

FIG. 7. Unpolarized(top panels) and recoil nucleon polarized
(bottom panels) responses for proton knockout from thep1/2 shell in
16O. Kinematics as in Fig. 1 and the same labeling as in Fig. 6.
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fects for Pl8 at intermediatep-values,p.200–300 MeV/c.
The same comment applies to off-shell and FSI effects.
Hence, high qualityPl8 data measured for coplanar,f=0°
kinematics at intermediatep values can provide precise in-
formation to constrain the theoretical models. In the case of
Pt8, dynamical uncertainties(also off-shell and FSI effects)
are shown to be rather similar for both coplanarf=0° and
180° kinematics.

E. Effects of medium modified form factors

To finish, we present a brief analysis of the effects intro-
duced by possible changes in the nucleon form factors in the
nuclear medium. We limit our attention to the same kinemat-
ics as in preceding sections. A more exhaustive analysis
ranging over differentQ2 values, where the models predict
different sensitivity to in-medium effects, will be presented
in a forthcoming publication.

The procedure we have used to include these effects in
our calculations is as follows. We have taken density-

dependent form factors as predicted by the quark-meson cou-
pling model (QMC) [40], computed for a bag radius of
0.8 fm. In order to get well behaved modified form factors in
the free case, we have scaled the ones parametrized by Gari
and Krumplemann[34] (labeled as GK) with the ratio be-
tween the QMC form factors at a given density and those
predicted for free conditions,

GE,M„Q
2,rsr d… = GE,M

GK sQ2d
GE,M

QMC
„Q2,rsr d…

GE,M
QMCsQ2,0d

, s13d

whereGE,M
QMC(Q2,rsr d) are the density-dependent Sachs form

factors of the proton immersed in nuclear matter with local
baryon densityrsr d. By analogy with the free case, we de-
fine density-dependent Dirac and Pauli form factors related
to GE,M(Q2,rsr d). Finally, we compute the current matrix
elements in coordinate space by introducing these modified

FIG. 8. Transferred polarizationsPl8, Pt8 and
the ratioPt8 /Pl8 compared with experimental data.
Positive (negative) p values refer to f
=180°s0°d. The labeling of the curves is as in
Fig. 3. Left, middle, and right panels correspond
to p1/2, p3/2, ands1/2 shells, respectively.

FIG. 9. Effects of medium modified form fac-
tors (left panels) and FSI uncertainties(right pan-
els) on the transferred polarization ratioPt8 /Pl8.
Results correspond tof=180°. Upper, middle,
and bottom panels represent the results for 1p1/2,
1p3/2, and 1s1/2, respectively. For the left panels,
the free(medium modified) results calculated by
using the EDAIO optical potential are repre-
sented by solid(dashed) lines. Thick (thin) lines
refer to the CC2(CC1) results, respectively. For
the right panels all of the curves have been ob-
tained using CC2. Solid lines correspond to the
EDAIO results, dashed lines to EDAD1 and dot-
ted to EDAD2.
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form factors into Eqs.s6d and s7d, evaluated for the corre-
sponding local density in16O.

The results obtained for the ratio of transferred polariza-
tion asymmetries are presented in Fig. 9 for both current
operators. Only thef=180° region, where data have been
measured, is analyzed. As in the preceding section, we plot
Pt8 /Pl8 instead ofPs8 /Pl8. The upper, middle and bottom pan-
els correspond to 1p1/2, 1p3/2, and 1s1/2 knockout, respec-
tively. For completeness, in the right panels of Fig. 9 we also
present the uncertainties due to the choice of the optical po-
tential parametrization. As shown, for thep shells our model
dependence due to the description of FSI is very small in the
region 75øpø175 MeV/c (pø100–125 MeV/c for 1s1/2),
starting to increase for higherp. Within this “safe” region,
medium modification effects for thep1/2 amount to,9%
s,7%d for the CC1(CC2) operator atp.100 MeV/c. Note
however that even when these effects are sizeable, the uncer-
tainties introduced by the current operator choice can also be
noticeable. The situation worsens for the 1p3/2 shell, for
which the free and QMC calculations get mixed due to the
off-shell uncertainties. The precision of the actual experi-
mental data[1] does not allow one to state which specific
calculation is preferred. However, more precise data, particu-
larly in the region 100øpø175 MeV/c for p1/2, could help
to constrain the theoretical model. In this sense, note that the
QMC results differ more clearly from the free calculations in
this shell.

For 1s1/2, the effects of the medium are larger in the vi-
cinity of p=100 MeV/c (,18% for CC2 and,15% for
CC1). Indeed, medium effects are expected to be more im-
portant for the inner orbits, due to their higher average den-
sities. The QMC calculations differ substantially from the
calculations with free form factors in thep region from 40 to
100 MeV/c, where off-shell ambiguities are very small. In
this region it can be possible to disentangle density depen-
dence effects if the error bars of the data are of the order of
10% or less. At largerp values, off-shell ambiguities can
make it difficult to contrast our predictions including
density-dependence of the form factors versus the free ones,
as was the case for thep shells. Moreover, other effects
beyond the impulse approximation, not considered in this
work, could also play an important role in order to provide a
precise description of experimental data for thes shell. We
have also computed results with other form factor parametri-
zations(different from the dipole one), and they change the
Pt8 /Pl8 ratio by about 2–3% for both the free and modified
case, keeping the relative differences almost unchanged.

In view of these results we conclude that inferring me-
dium modifications from transfer polarization in16O at this
Q2 value seems not to be free from ambiguities because of
the off-shell effects. However, more precise data and an
analysis of other kinematical situations and/or for different
nuclei could surely help to draw more definite conclusions.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of recoil nucleon polarizedseW ,e8pWd observ-
ables presented in Ref.[18] within RPWIA has been ex-
tended here to include FSI described through relativistic op-

tical potentials. The study is restricted to proton knockout
from the p1/2, p3/2, and s1/2 shells in 16O and quasiperpen-
dicular kinematics withq=1 GeV/c, which roughly corre-
sponds to the experimental setting. A comparison with data is
provided.

The main focus of this paper is to study the role played by
the dynamical enhancement of the lower components in the
bound and scattered nucleon wave functions; along this line,
a systematic investigation on the effects linked to FSI and
off-shell descriptions is also done. We show results evaluated
with the two usual choices of the nucleon current operator,
CC1 and CC2, and three different relativistic parameteriza-
tions of the optical potential, EDAIO, EDAD1, and EDAD2.
Finally, kinematical relativistic effects, associated with the
nonrelativistic truncation of the current operator, are also in-
vestigated in detail. Additional ingredients, such as the dif-
ferent relativistic models to describe the bound nucleon wave
function and nucleon form factors, are seen not to modify
our conclusions.

From the results shown in previous sections, we may
summarize our basic findings as follows.(i) FSI constitutes a
basic ingredient in order to get reliable results to be com-
pared with data. Transferred polarization ratios as well as
polarized responses do modify very significantly their struc-
ture when FSI are taken into account. However, a kind of
cancellation of the FSI effects is observed to occur inPl8 and
Ps8 for low missing momenta,pø100 MeV/c. Concerning
the role of the optical potential, a clear difference emerges
for the two asymmetries at very highp values, p
ù400 MeV/c, when comparing results for the EDAIO- and
EDAD-type potentials. This is due to the different reduction
of the scattered wave function in the nuclear interior pro-
duced by the two kinds of optical potentials. Finally, at in-
termediatep values sp.250 MeV/cd, Pl8 shows a strong
dependence on the interaction model, whereas the uncer-
tainty in Ps8 is tinier. A similar comment applies also to the
off-shell ambiguities.(ii ) Dynamical relativistic effects are
shown to be very important, being enhanced for the CC1

current operator. Concerning the responses,Rs
T8 and Rl

TL8

present the highest dependence with dynamical effects, as
also found in the RPWIA studies. However, contrary to the
plane wave limit, where the dynamical enhancement of the
lower components of the bound nucleon completely modifies
the shape of the transferred asymmetries, in the case of the
distorted wave approach the general oscillatory behavior of
Pl8 and Ps8 persists even after projecting out the negative-
energy components. This differs also with the behavior of the
unpolarized observableATL. This effect is linked to the
breakdown of factorization. At intermediatep-values, Pl8
shows a stronger sensitivity to relativistic dynamics.(iii ) Re-
sults corresponding to semirelativistic reductions are proven
to be very similar(depending on the truncation) to the EMA-
noSV approach, differing more from the RDWIA calcula-
tions. As expected, the difference between the three ap-
proaches increases asp goes up. The semirelativistic
approaches also lead to a significant cancellation of the os-
cillatory behavior in ATL, while maintaining the general
shape ofPl8 andPs8. This is again connected with the factor-
ization property and its possible breakdown.
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From the comparison with experimental data, we show
the reliability of our general description ofseW ,e8pWd reactions,
and conclude that new high quality data measured at inter-
mediatep valuess150–200 MeV/cd may help to constrain
the various theoretical approximations involved in our calcu-
lations.

As pointed out in Ref.[17], other ingredients that go be-
yond the impulse approximation, such as those arising from
meson exchange currents and theD-isobar contribution, may
also play a very important role in properly describing the
transferred polarization asymmetries. These remain to be in-
vestigated in a relativistic context, although, in on-going
work, the inclusion of two-body currents within the fully
relativistic formalism is presently in progress. In the final
analysis, any interpretation in terms of medium modified
nucleon form factors requires having excellent control of all
of these model dependences, both those discussed in the
present work and those that go beyond the impulse approxi-
mation. Within our model we have found that for the kine-
matical conditions of E89003 and E89033[35,36] it is diffi-
cult to separate effects introduced by density-dependent form
factors from off-shell ambiguities due to the choice of cur-

rent operator. However, for thes1/2 andp1/2 shells there is a
region in between 40 and 100 MeV/c that is relatively free
from off-shell uncertainties and where the effect of medium
modifications would be easier to assess. In a future publica-
tion we will present the results of a more extensive study in
the context of the nuclear model uncertainties and will assess
the impact of including medium modifications of the form
factors at different values ofQ2.
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